Abstract -We present a symbolic-numeric method dedicated to the simulation of ultra stable quartz oscillators entirely in the frequency domain including the nonlinear parts of the circuit. The main idea is to replace, by symbolic computation, the nonlinear differential system describing the oscillator by a system of nonlinear equations of Fourier coefficients whose solution is an approximation of the steady-state solution. This paper explains how to face the two main difficulties of this symbolic computation: the processing of nonlinear components and the management of large number of coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
The method described here consists in replacing the whole circuit connected to the quartz by a nonlinear dipole whose impedance depends on the current amplitude evaluated at the resonator frequency. It can be shown that the knowledge of this nonlinear dipole is sufficient to determine the oscillator behaviour. Next, the computation of the dipole characteristics is performed in a symbolic way from the circuit equations including the semiconductor elements. Then our symbolic program automatically generates an efficient numerical code to compute the oscillator behaviour.
PRINCIPLE OF THE SYMBOLIC METHOD
The Colpitts oscillator shown in Fig. 1 is used to illustrate the method described in this paper. The equivalent circuit of the transistor is the regular Ebers-Moll static model [1] . The equivalent circuit of the quartz crystal resonator includes a motional branch (Rq, Lq, Cq) in parallel with a capacitance Cp. The component values of the circuit and the resonator are given in Table 1 . The system of equations that models the electronic circuit is done symbolically by the Modified Nodal Method (MNM) [3] . If the circuit contains n nodes and nv voltage-defined branches, then the n-l nondatum node voltages and the nv voltage-defined branch currents become the unknown circuit variables. The set of modified nodal equations are obtained by applying the KCL (Kirchhoffs Current Law) to each nondatum node and including the n, voltage-defined branch relations. That leads to the algebraic-differential system (1)-(4).
The sinusoidal current source ensures periodic signals in the whole circuit, so we assume a solution, for the unknowns V1(t), V2(t), V3(t) and Is(t), of the following form where Ih(t) is the current trough the voltage generator Vcc.
V1(t)
AOOV1 + AOlVl*cos( omega*t) + BOIVI*sin( omega*t) + A02V1*cos(2*omega*t) + B02V1*sin(2*omega*t) V2(t) AOOV2 + AOlV2*cos( omega*t) + BOlV2*sin( omega*t) + A02V2*cos(2*omega*t) + B02V2*sin(2*omega*t)
AOOV3 + AOlV3*cos( omega*t) + BOlV3*sin( omega*t) + A02V3*cos(2*omega*t) + B02V3*sin(2*omega*t) By substituting the assumed solution and its derivative into the given differential system (1)-(4), it is possible to write the system under the following form where the parameters TT22 9, ..., TT572 are all functions ofthe previous AO 0V1, ..., B02I1. EquOl TT229 + TT230*cos( omega*t) + TT231*sin( omega*t) + TT232*cos(2*omega*t) + TT233*sin(2*omega*t)
EquO2
TT416 + TT417*cos( omega*t) + TT418*sin( omega*t) + TT419*cos(2*omega*t) + TT420*sin(2*omega*t) EquO3 TT557 + TT558*cos( omega*t) + TT559*sin( omega*t) + TT560*cos(2*omega*t) + TT561*sin(2*omega*t) EquO4 TT568 + TT569*cos( omega*t) + TT570*sin( omega*t) + TT571*cos(2*omega*t) + TT572*sin(2*omega*t)
The amplitude a of the sinusoidal current source is a parameter of the system. A simple calculation shows that Rd(a) and La(a) can be obtained as shown in (5) and (6).
The steady state amplitude ao is obtained by adding the nonlinear equation (7) to the differential system (1)-(4).
Rq +Rd(a)=0 (7) The steady state frequency co ofthe oscillation is given by Eq. (8).
2 < Ld(ao) (8) How TO ACHIEVE A LINEAR COMPLEXITY?
A direct and naive application of the method to build the nonlinear system leads to an exponential growth of the term number in the expressions of TT229, ..., TT572. A second problem is the reduction into a series form of the exponential functions.
A solution to the problem of the exponential growth of the term number is to replace in a first step each differential equation by a binary tree, (for instance, the binary tree of Eq. (3) is shown in Fig. (3) ), then to parse the tree to progressively reduce it under a series form from the bottom to the top. At the beginning, all the leaves are under a series form. During the reduction process, at each node new coefficients expressed in function of the previous ones will be generated. At the final step, only a Fourier series with manageable coefficients will remain.
The management of the exponential function is quite similar to the previous one. It is based on the construction of a binary tree and the generation of new coefficients in function of the previous ones during the tree parsing. Here, The construction of the tree is based on the addition formulae of exponential. As an example, the binary tree for exponential function is shown in Fig. (4) . Of course, each transcendental function will have its own associated tree. Once the differential equation system is transformed into a sparse nonlinear equation system of the Fourier coefficient of the unknowns, it can be solved by numerical method. The solution for the Colpitts oscillator studied is given in Table 2 . 
